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ABSTRACT -
Strain measure~ents were taken at several structu~a~ details
on four bridges in Pennsylvania•. Stra_in gages were mounted on tie-
plates, coverplated beams and diaphragm connections to beams, floor
beam details, girders and girder details and 'diaphragms. An automatic
data acquisition system, smp~ifier and magnetic tape units, and an
ultra violet analog trace recqrder were used to record the datao The
tieplates were subjected ,to horizontal in-plane bendirig stresses.
-Earlier inspections revealed numerous tieplate rivet failures at one
bridge.
The stresses at details were compared with the 1974 AASHTO
Specifications to evaluate the fatigue strength of the details. All
details were found to have sufficient fatigue strength. Only' the tie-
plates on one bridge might experience fatigue failure in the future if
current loading and geometrical condi~ions continue. A model was pre-
sented to explain the horizontal bending stresses in thetieplates and
-the rivet '.failures. Both ph.enomenon were' due to a horizontal displa'ce-
me~t of the tieplate relative to the stringers. The d.isplac·ement was
caused by the elongation and shortening of' the top flange of the girders
under live load. The measured stress spectrum in several tieplates on
a bridge and the estimated truck traffic during the structure's life
were used to estimate the cumulative fatigue damage in those tieplates.
G,ood correlat'ion was obtained with constant cycle laboratory fatigue
test results using the root-mean-square stress range and Miner's
hypothesis.
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1. .INTROnUCTION
AND'
DESCRIPTION OF-B~IDGES
1.1 Introduction
Several steel bridges in North America have experienced
fatigue cracks in the past few years. Details such as the ends of
coverplates, web and flange attachments, and tiepl~tes connecting
transverse floor _beams and outrigger brackets to main girders have
-exhibited fatigue cracks at weld toe terminations, tack welds or rivet
holes. Recently rivet failures have also been discovered in the tie-
plate details. South Bridge on Interstate-Route 83 in Pennsylvania,
,the Allegheny River Bridge on the Pennsylvania Turnpike (1), the
Lehigh River and Canal Bridges on U•. 8. Route 22 in Pennsylvania (2),
the Yellow Mill Pond Bridge on the Connecticut Turnpike (3) and the
Aquasabon River Bridge in Ontario, Canada (4) are among the bridges
where cracks or rivet failures have been encountered.
Field tests have been carried out ·at the Lehigh Canal (2)
and -Allegheny River Bridges (1) in an attempt to correlate"the traffic
crossing the bridge with the stresses recorded in the details studied
and the occurrence 'of ,fatigue cracking. ,The field data in turn were
compared to results of constant cycle fatigue tests conducted in"
r'aboratories.
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Laborator'y studi,es indicate that'.stress 'range (live load and
impact stre~s) controls the fatigue behavior of structural details (5)
and (6). The crack growth threshold is not well defined for most
details-.
This report presents the'r:esultsof the field testing of four
Pennsylvania bridges. Stres~es at various details were recorded. As
in the Lehigh Canal an.d Allegheny River Bridge studies,' correlations
are made between the traffic over the bridges, the recorded stresses
and laborato~y test results o The field data were 'analyzed to determine
the reasons for fatigue cracking in tieplates and the rivet failures.
Reconnnendations to .control these failures are made on the basis of
analysis of the data.
1.2 Description of Bridges
The four b~idges which were tested ·are the Columbia-Wright-
ville Bridge (58926). of Pa. Route 462 over the Susquehanna River ~t
Columbia, Pennsylvania, the Interstate Route 81 Susquehanna River
Br,idge (S8787) (also Galled the North Bridge) and the S,outh Bridge
(on John Hatn"' s Bridge) (82378) which ca:r.;ries Interstate Route 83.
over the ·same river, in Harrisburg, and a bridge on Uo S. Route 202
over the Green Hill Road (88333) near West Chester, Pennsylvania.
For convenience, the last of the above four is called the West"Chester
Bridge in this report.
The Columbia-Wrightsville Bridge, Fig. 1) consists of twin
bridges which carry the east and west bound lanes of Pa>. 462 over -the
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Susquehanna River. 'E'ach of the twin bridges is' composed of a44
span, continuous welded plate girder bridge and two simply 'supported
composite I-beam appr,oach spans. The east approach span and the
adjacent first continuous'span were chosen for testing due to their
accessibility.
The plan (minus the concrete deck) and elevation of the
62 ' -4tI appro'ach span and the 95' - 3ft firs tS'pan are shown in Fig 0 2
along with the approximate locations of the strain gages. The exact
'location of the gages is given later.
'The load carrying system of the approach span consists of
six l<;>ngitudinal, W33x 118, beams co~pletewith an 8" reinforced
concrete deck. The beams are 2' 8-7/8" deep with a 24' long cover-
plate on the bottom flange.
A typical cross section of, the first continuous span is shown
in Fig. 3a .Tl1e girders are 9' - 2" ,deep. The lo.ad carrying .sys tern
of this span consists of seven floor beams (five, \\127 x88 and two,
welded plate .sections), outrigger brackets, two exterior stringers
(.CI8 x 51.9), two interior stringers (W18 x .45)", and an8-1./2 t1
reinforced: concrete deck. The tieplate. detail is sketched in Fig. 3b.
The tieplates are embedded in concrete.
The Columbia-Wrightsville Bridge ,vas gaged .at the follo\ving
details: the ends' of coverplates in the approach span, tieplates, the
connections of the catwalk to the floor beams, the· knee brackets con-
necting the girder and the floor beam) a gusset plate welded to a
girder flange, and the girder flange at a flange splice.
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The Interstate Route 81 Susqueh~nna River Bridge is a twin
bridge each of-which consists of a 34 span continuous girder bridge
"and, ten approach ~pans.
The second span of the continuous girder on the "west end 0'£
the eastbound bridge -was instrumented because of its nearness to a
power source and its accessibility. The tested span had two traffic
lanes and the acceleration lane for an on-ramp_
The plan (with the co.ncrete d,eck removed) and ·elevati6n views
0'£ ~he 136' test span are 'shown in Fig. 4 together with -the approxi-
mate strain 'gag"e locations. The depth of the longitudinal girders
is 10' 2~1/4"_ A:cross section of the instrumented span is given in
Fig o 5a o A three girder system is used in this span due to the'
acceleration lane of the on-'ramp. There are 18 floor beams with out-
rigger 'brackets, 27, stringers ,and an 8-1/2" reinforced concrete deck'
in the test span. As in the Columbia-Wrightsville Bridge the out-
"r~gger brackets anq the floor beams are connected to the girders by
tieplates which are embedded in the concrete deck. The Interstate
_Route 81 Susquehanna River Bridge tieplate. detail is found in Fig. 5b.
At the time of test' (November 1974) there was little truck traffic
over the bridge.
Since the s"tructural arrangment of tJ1e Interstate Route 81
Susquehanna River Bridge is quite similar, to that of the Columbian~
Wrightsville Bridge, structural details in the former corresponding
~o those of the latter were instrumented for compariso~.purposes.
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These' -details -\Vere:cat'tvalk connections ,to the floor ,beams) tieplates,
knee brackets and'-,gussetplates w~ldedto the,gir_der flan-ge.
The South Bridge in Harrisburg, see Fig.' 6, ·consis·ts of a
~J ¢) f( "r'71
,20-span continuo~s girder bridge 'and six approach spans. -E~~~and
So v'T pI ~ \j f)\J,
~w~~beund l~nes are on the same superstructure. The east end span
was investigated because of its accessibilityo
Figure 7' depicts the plan (minus the concrete deck) and
IllS
elevation of the 1&4,,' 6-3/4" end span. The depth of the longitudinal
girders varies t:rom 8 '-1/2" '.at pier 21 to 111 11-13/16" at the interior
pier's. A typical cross section is shown in Fig. 8a. The test span 's
steel skeleton is made up of 6 built-up floor beams (web: 68" x 3/8",
f.langes: 2 angles 6" x 6" X l/Z"), the same number of outrigger
brackets and 16 stringers" (W21 x 68). The roadway is a 7-1/2" rein-
forced concrete deck. Tieplates connecting the outrigger brackets and
the floor beams to the main girder are not embedded in the concrete
deck. A typical tiepla-te detail is shown in Fig. Sbo
The arrangement of girders, floor beams and stringers of the
.South Bridge is essenti"ally the same as that of the Lehigh Canal and
'Al·legheny River Bridges. The stringers rest on the 'top, flanges of
the £loo'r beams which are at approximately the same level as the top
flange of the girders. In both the Lehigh Canal and the A~legheny
River bridges the tieplates experienced fatigue cracks. For this
reason most of the gages on the South Bridge were placed on the tie-
~lates. A girder and a stringer were also instrumented.
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At the time of the tests (t\ugustand Nay-ember 1973) no
fati'gue cracks ,were observed in South .Bridge ',s, tiepla~es. Numerous
rivet failures, though, have' been discovered in the tieplate
deta,il (7). 'J1lesefailuresoccur primarily in the rivets connecting
the first inboard stringer and the tieplate to the 'floor beams, or
in some cases in those rivets connecting "the girder to the tieplate.
The rivets that failed at the stringer connection cr'acked through the
shank. No information was available on the mode' of failure that
occurred in the rivets conn~cting the tieplateand the girder. South
Bridge is subjected to very heavy truck 'traffic at all hours of the
day and p.ight. It was opened to traffic in October. of 1960.
The West Chester Bridges, Figs 0 9 and 10 ,carry the north'
and southbound lanes of U. S. Route 202 ,over Green Hill Road near
West Chester, Pennsylvania 0 These short, .skewed, coverplated beam
bridges consist of seven simply supported beams (W27 x 84) composite
with an 8" reinforced concrete deck and braced by diaphragms
(C15 x 33.9). These failures occur primarily in the rivets connecting
the first inbound stringer and the tieplate to the floor beam, or in
some cases in those rivets connecting the girder ~o the tieplate.
The west view and cross section. of one of the bridges are shown in,
. -
Fig. 11. A plan view of both bridges (without the concrete deck) is
sketched in Figo 12. Gages were placed on the beams near midspan and
at the ends of the eoverplates, on the diaphragms, and" at the
diaphrgam connection.
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2 • STRAIN MONITORING AND TESTING PROCEDURE
2.1 Strain,Gages
To obtain live load stresses at the 'details which have
experienced fatigue failure in the laboratory or in the· field,
el~ctrica1 resistance strain gages were mounted at these details.
The approximate locations of all gages 'are shown on the plan views
of th-e respective bridges. Appendix A toge,,:her with Figs 0 13 to, 19
give the exact locations.
A plan view of typical gage locations on a tieplate is
shown in Figo 13a. Tieplates are used to connect 'floor beams and
outrigger brackets to ,the longitudinal_girders. At Columbia-
Wrightsville Bridge, t1).e gages were mounted on the bot,tom 0-£ the tie-
plate between the top,"flange of the girder and that of the floor beam
or outrigger bracket. The tieplates of the Interstate Route 81
Susquehanna River Bridg~. Most of the tieplate gages on .the South
Bridge were on the top s,urface of the plate, with a few under the
tie plate at pier 21.
The bottom view of coverplate details are sketched in Fig.
13b. This detail occurred at the West Chester and Columbia--
Wrightsville Bridg-es. The coverplate was wider than the b-eam on the
Columbia-Wrightsville Bridge. At West Chester the coverplate was
narrower than the beam.
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The polan and eleva,tion :ofthe ,knee brack~tconnection'of the
Columbia-Wrightsville and the Interstate RO,ut-e81 Susquehanna Bridge
is depicted in Fig. 14 indicating the gage 'location-s. The -knee"
brackets connect the g{rder and the floor beam and is also connected
to the tie _plateo Design live load stresses are fairly high at thes-e
brackets.
The connections of the catwalks to the bottom 9£ the floor
beams at the Columbia-Wrightsville and the Interstate Route 81
Susquehanna River Bridg~s create a stress raising detail at "the tension
flange's of theflo,or beamso Gage locations for this detail are given
in the elevation and plan views of ,the detail in Fig. 15.
At South Bridge one gage was mounted on a stringer and four
gages on a g-irder. Their Ioeations are shown. in Figs. 16aat).d 16b,
respectively. Gages 52 and 5.3, Figtl 7, were located on the top face
of the top flange of the girder and gages 35 and 36 on the bottom
face of the bottom flange.
Diaphragms and diaphragm "connec~ions to longitudinal bridge
beams were instrumented at the West Chester Bridge. Gages on the
skewed beam "diaphragms were mount,ed on the bo"ttom flange~ Figo 17.
The locations of gages on the lon,gitudinal beams at the diaphragm
connection are indicated in the elevation and plan views of the
longitudinal beams in Fig. 18. '!"tvO gages, 23 and 28, Fig,. 12, were
mounted on the -f~ange of the beam directly below the connection.
A flange splice in the eastbou,nd test span was instrumented
to monitor the live load stresses at a girder splice._ One strain
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gage was installed on the flange plate at the splice, Fig. 2Ei.nd
19a.
All straingag'es were 1/4" electrical resis'tance foil -gages.•
Weatherproof coatings were added after mounting to protect the
gages from moisture and the environment.' To minimize the effects of
temperature changes, the gages were connected to temperature compen-
sation gages and plates.
2.2 Recording Systems
Live load strain variations were recorded using one or two of
three systems. An automatic data ~cquisition system, a magnetic tape
recorder, 'and an analog trace recorder. At the West Chester and
Columbia-Wrightsville Bridges the Federal Highway Administration's
automatic data acquisition system was used. This system, .located in a
van consists of an amplifier, an analog-to-digital signal converter,
a computer -and a teletype machine. The operation of this system has
. been described tn previous reports (1,2). The 0t'!-tput from this
system is frequencies of stress tange occurrences at the gage points.
South ,Bridge strain signals were fed into the Federal Hig~way Admin-
istration system's amplifiers and recorded on magnetic tapes using a
recorder of the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation. Ultra
violet analog trace recordings were made at all four bridges. These
traces recorded the live load variation of strain with time. The
analog recorder also utilized the amplifiers of the Federal Highway
Administra.tion's system. This enabled the strain variations of
several gages to be monitored by two systems simultaneously.
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2,.·3 ,Load ing
Strains ~ere measured under ·t~Qtypes of loading~ .a known
load (test truck) and random loads -(normal traffic) 0 'A Fe,deral
High\vay Ad~inistration test truck was. used at each bridge except the
West Chester Bridge. Its use permitted the magnitudes of live load
strains to be determined for a known load. Measurements of live load
strain variation due to normal tr~ffic were ~aken at .e~ch bridge
except the Interstate Route 81 Susquehanna River Bridge which had
little truck traffic at the time of the tes,t. These measurements
provided data for histograms or frequency distributions of stress
ranges which were/correlated with constant cycle laboratory test_
results for the evaluation of fatigue strengths of ~he bridge detail.
Truck traffic crossing the bridge was counted for periods
of time and was classified usually according to the Federal Highway
Administration designation, Fig. 20. These observations were some-
times taken in conj~nctionwith the ultra violet analog traces so that
stresses and the type of truck could be correlated.
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3. MEASURED' STRESSES IN BRIDGE 'DETAILS
3.1 Maximum Stress
The main purpose of the field tests was to determine the'
stresses caused by ~rtiGk traffic at the bridge details so as to
evalua't e' the performance of the bridge with respect to fatigue. The
recorded stresses were live load plus impact stressesfl:uctuating
with respect to the dead load stresses. ,A typical analog trace of
stress versus ti~e ~s shown in Fig. 21. It is not necessary for the
evaluation of the fatigue strength of a structural detail to know
its dead load stress since laboratory test results indicate that
stress ,range is the controlling parameter of fatigue strength (5,_ 6).
Stress r'ange is defined as the difference between a maximum s-tress and
the following minimum stress, F'ig.· 21.
Stress values were obtained by converting recorded strain
values asslJming a modulus of elasticity of steel of thirty mil1io'n
pounds per square inch 0 The maximum live load stresses recorded _by
the analog traces are summarized in Tables·l to 3 along with the live
load plus impact design stresses where they were available. The maxi-
.mum live load stresses for a gage is defined as the absolute value'
of the greatest live load stress due to live load plus impact re-
corded by the analog traces during the testing period. Tables 1 to 3
also list the maximum stress ranges recorded either by the Federal
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~ighwayAdministrationautomatic data acquisition system o'r the
analog traces. Locations subjected to high maximum live load stresses
also experienced high stress ranges.
3.2 Stresses in Details
The following sections (3.1.2 to 3.1.7) present the maximum
live load stresses, the maximum stress ranges and observations about
this variation 'of stress with time for the bridge details under study.
The 'maximum stresses are compared with the design stresses to see
how closely the design values were to the actual stresses. The
maximum stress rang'.es are used 'in Sect. 3.2 as the' variable for
determinin~ whether or not a particular detail is likely to experience
fatigue crackingo Using the analog traces, the variations of stress
with time CCin be compared for similar details at more than one bridge.
3.2.1 T~eplates
Two types of tieplate detail were encountered in th.e bridges
studied: open and embeddedo The stringers and the girders at South
Bridge, Fig. 8a, are not on the ~ame level and thus the tieplates
are 'exposed (open) and are not composite ~ith the de~k. The Columbia-
Wrightsville and Interstate Route 81 Susquehanna River Bridges, Figs.
3a and Sa) have the concrete deck resting on both the stringers and
the girders. The tieplates are embedded in the concrete deck. The
?pen. tieplates recorded maximum live load stresses and stress ranges
in the order of ten times higher than those experienced by the embedded
ones.
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The varia.tion of stress with time :for a typical tieplate 'from
each of the three tie-plated bridges is trac,ed in Figo ,22. In each
instance,the loading "tvasth'e Federal Highway Administration test
truck ·.simu,lating a HS 20-44 loading. The speeds of the truck during
these tests were also comparable (45-55 mph).
Gage 50 at South Bridge is located on a tieplate at pier 20,
see Figs. 7 and 13 and Table 3., The stress excursion takes place
in approxtmately 6 sec. The test truck traveling in the south bound
lane at approximately 45 mph traverses about two and'a half spans
(400') in this interval. Stress reversal occurs as the truck moves
from one span to the nexto The jagged appearance of the analog 'trace
is caused by small vibrational stresses. By the time the truck
reaches the third ,span it has little effect on the tieplate in the
first span. The end of the ,stress excursion consists of the damping
out of the vibrational stresses.
The tieplate, gage 11, for the Columbia-Wrightsville Bridge
in Fig. 22 is located at pie~ 44, Fig. 2,. Here the stress excursion
,occurs in about 3.5 sec. This interval corresponds to the time it
takes the test truck to cross two spans (250') at a speed'of 50 mph.
Again the presence of the truck is not felt when it is more than one
span away. Qualitatively the tieplates at the Columbia-Wrightsville
and South Bridges have' the same response in that stress reversal
occurs' as the truck moves from one span to the next. Howeyer, the
trace for the tieplate of the Columbia-Wrightsville Bridge is smoother
than the one for the tieplate of the South Bridge, indicating that
there was less vibration at the former than the latter· bridge. Also).
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the magnitude 0.£ the maximum live load stress and the stress .range
are both .lower in the Columbia-Wright,svill,e 'Br'id,ge.. The stress ranges
for the traces shown are 900 ks i at Sou·th Bridge.and 1. 5ks i at
Columbia-Wrightsville Bridgeo The reason for those differences ~n
vibrational behavior and stresses is attributed to the fact 'that the
embedment of the top flange of the girder and thetieplate in concrete
significantly increases the monolithic nature of the deck girder load
carrying system. This decreases the vibrations of the bridge and
reduces the cause of high stresses in ,the tieplates., The evaluation
of tieplate stresses is presented in Chapter 4.
The stress time trace of a tieplat~ in the Interstate Route
81 Susquehanna River Bridge, gage 13 of Fig. 22, is qualitatively
different from the. preceding two and has a very. small stress range
(0.4 ksi). The stress excursion takes place in about one second.
The test truck in this time period covers about half a span (70').
with a speed of 50 mph. This ,is about twi'ce the length of the. test
truck. This and the fact that ,the excursion, consists of two. basically
identical humps i~plies stro~gly that at this tieplate the stress is
axle dependent rather than vehicle dependent. As in the .Columbia-
WrigQtsville Bridge the tieplates are embedded in concrete and there
are no appreciable vibrational stresses.
During the period of testing, the highest re.corded live load
stress for the South Bridge open tieplateB was 11.0 ksi. Themaximum
stress range was 14.0·ksi. These values ar~ comparable to those
recorded i.n the Lehigh Canal Bridge and the Allegheny River Bridge
Bridge (1, 2). The live load stress distribution in the tieplate at
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a given instant of time is shown in Fig.-23. It indicates that the
tieplate was subjected to high bending s'tresses in the horizontal
plane with relatively small axial elongation ,or vertical bend,ing
tinder live loado This type of stress distribution was typical for
all the South Bridge tieplates. Figure 24 ,gives a schematic plan
view of South Bridge ·tieplatesQ The numbers at the tieplates are the
maximum live load str~sses re~orded by the gages near the edges of 'the'
tieplates where the horizontal bending stresses are the highest.
-Generally, the higher stresses \Vere at or near pier 21, which is the
be~inning of" the continuous span bridge, Fig. 7. Stress magnitudes
were smaller -towards the live load point of cont'raflexure near mid-
span. A further examination of tieplate stres'ses is made in Chapter
4.
The embedded tieplates at the Columbia-Wrightsville Bridge
had a maximum recorded live load stress of 1.0 ksi 'and a maximum
s-tress range ~f 1.5 ksiQ A typical live load .stress distribution for
a tieplate on this bridge at a given time, depicted in Fig. 25, shows
tha.t the tieplate was subjected to horizontal bending. The magni-
tudes of these stresses were much lower than those in the South
Bridge.
Thetieplates of Interstate Route 81 Susquehanna River
Bridge also embedded in concrete. A maximum live load stress of 0.5
ksi and a maximum stress range of 0.5 ksi were recordedo There were
only three functioning gages on the tieplates. at this bridge which
survived the construction of the deck. Thus no tieplate stress
distributions could be drawn.
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3.2.2 Coverplated Beams
Two coverplated beam bridges were instrumented: the east
approach span of the Columbia-Wrightsville Bridge where the ,roadway
runs parallel to the beams, and the W~st Chester Bridge which is
skewed. In both bridges the beams were composite' with the deck and
there were no floor beams or girders.
Typical analog traces for gages at the ends of the cover-
plates of the two bridge~ are 'shown in Fig. 26. The vehicles in both
cases were five a:xle semi-trailer (35-2) of uuknownweight and speedo
The stress excursions in Fig. 26 take place in approximately
1.0 to 1,.5· sec" which corresponds to the time required for a, truck
to cross the span at about 50 mph (90'). The 90' distance is roughly.
the span length plus the length of the truck. It would appear then
that the loading is wheel dependent since the excursions consist of
a number of humps which occur in the time that it takes the entire
truck to c'ross the span. Significant stress reversal occurred at all
the gage locations on the West Chester Bridge beams. No stress
reversal was observed in the Columbia-Wrightsville coverplated beams.
The maximum live load stress recorded at the ends of the
. .
coverplates in the Columbia-Wrightsville Bridge was 2.9 ksi. This
was much lower than the design. stress of 9._3 ksi. The maximum stress
range was 3.0 ksi. At the West Chester Bridge a maximum live load
stress of 1.0 ksi and a maximum stress range of 1.5 ·ksi was recordedo
The recorded maximum live load stress was again much lower than the
design stress which was 4.3 ksi.
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3.2.,,3 Diaphragms and Diaphragm Conn~ctj.ons
Gages were placed on the diaphragms and on -the bridge beam
webs. At the connections of the diaphragms of the West Chester Bridge,
Figso 12, 17 and 18. The maximum recorded live load stress and stress
range did not exceed 105 ksi in either case. Figure 27a shows the
stress time traces for a gage (29) on the beam flange below a
diaphragm connection plate and 'a gage (28) next to ,the connection plate
on the beam webo Excursions in' Figo 27a occur in 1 to 1.5 sec o which
is the ,time it takes 'a truck ,to cross the span at' about '50 mph. The
time of the excursion is the same as that for the beams at the ends
of the coverplates, Fig. 26. There is no discernible difference in
magnitude or ,in the variation of stress with'time for .the two traces.
This was .true throughout the recording period. The attachment of
the diaphragm connection plate to the beam in this case, therefore,
did not significantly alter the magnitude or the variation of stress
,with time.
3.2.4 Girder Flange Splice
A maximum live load stress of 2.1 ksi was recorded for the
flange at the splice on the C61umbia-Wrig~tsvilleBridge,' Fig. 19a.
This maximum live load stress and the ma'ximum stress range of 4.1
ksi-were less than the design stress of 6.7 ksi. The ultra violet
'~tress ti~e traces "for gage 26 on a flange at a splice and gage 25
some 22 feet away on the same girder near a gusset plate attachment
are shown in Figo 27b. In each instance the stress excursion takes
in approximately 3.S"sec. which corresponds to a truck crossing about
two spans. This time interval is the same as that for the tieplqte
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\on the same bridge, Figo 22. The stress excursion of the -tieplate
also shows the same stress reversal. The ',similarity bet~veen stre,ss
variations in.girders at all instrumented'locations and in the tie-
plates indicates that the stresses ,in the ,g<irders and: the tieplates
are related to the stresses in the girder. The relationship is inves-
tigated in Chapter 4.
3.2.5 Floor Beam Details
A number of floor beam details were instrumented at the
Columbia-Wrightsville and the Interstate Route 81 Susquehanna River
Bridges 0 Gages were placed on the floor beam at· the catwalk attach-
ments, Fig. 15, and near knee brackets, Fig. 14. One gage was also
placed on a knee bracket, F~g. 14, at the Interstate Route 81
Susquehanna River Bridge.
The maximum recorded stres·s for a floor beam detail was 1.8
ksi (Gage 22) near a knee bracket on the Columbia-Wrightsville Brid·ge.
This live load stress and the maximum stress range of 2 0 7 ksi were
much smaller "than the design stress of 1~.2 ksi. The Interstate
. Route 81 Susquehanna Bridge floor beams" had a maximum live load
str"ess of 1.0 ksi and a maximum stress range of 1.0 ksi at a catwalk.
attachment (Gage 16). The design stress was 13.8 ksi.
3.2.6 'Girders and Stringers
Gages were mounted on longitudinal girders, Fig. 16b, and
stringer flanges, Fig. 16a, at South Bridge; near gusset plate
~ttachments) Fig. 19b, at the Columbia-Wrightsville and Interstate'
Route 81 Susquehanna River ,Bridges; and near a flange splice at the
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Columbia-Wrigh,t·svi'11e Bridge, Figo 19a..-All recorded stresses and
stress ranges 'were below 4.5 ksi. Themax-imum recorded values to-
gether,with the design stresses are listed in Table 3. The measured
stresses correspond to the findings from other investigations on
longitudinal girders (9, 10, 11, 12).
The stress variations in a girder near a splice and 'at a
g~sset plate of the Columbia-Wrightsville Bridge have been shown in
Fig. 27. Figure 28 depicts the variation of stress with time for
gages on the girders of the Interstate Route 81 Susquehanna River)
the Columbia-Wrightsville and South bridges. The duration of each
stress excursion is the time ~equired for a truck (~he live load) to
~ove across approximately two spans. The girder traces from each
of the three bridges is qualitatively the same once the difference
in the time scale 'is accounted for.
Th~ ~aged stringer on South Bridge, Figs. 7 and 16a, had a
maximum stress of· 3.5 kgi and a maximum stress range of 6.0 ksi. The
design stress was 23.6 ksi. As was the case in the floor beams the'
recorded stresses were much lower than the design value.
A point on the flange of a continuous span gird~r will be
subjected to alternating live load bending tensile and compressive
stresses as the load 'moves along the girder. Since the stress at a
point in a girder is directly proportional to the moment at the girder
cross section, the variation of stress with.time is analogous t9 the
influence line for moment at that section. The stress time traces for
a girder and a stringer at South Bridge, and the influence line for
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moment at the girder section are .shown'inFig. 29. The South Bridge
·stringer is a continuous beam composit~ with a concrete deck. The
string~r and the girder traces are analogous. The girdert~ace is
also analogous to its influence line for moment. Also each 'trace in
Fig. 28 corresponds to the influence lin~ for moment for that partie-
ular' gage location.
3.3 Evaluation of Fatigue Str'ength of Tested Details
~e ,1974 AASHTO Spec,ifications (13) were used in evaluating
the fatigue strength of the bridge details under study. Table 4 li~ts
the details studied-, their ma'ximum ,recorded live load stress range,
the AASH10 category the detail falls under, and the al~owable range of
stress (F ) for that category. The allowable range of stress was
sr -
taken for over 2,000,000 cycles since the bridges are on arteries
which are very heavily traveled or expected to be very heavily
traveled. With the exc~ption of the open tieplates at South Bridge,
all the details 'studied had their maximum recorded stress -range below
the AASHTO allowable range of stress for its category.
While research is in progress to examine the validity of
stress range threshold for fatigue failure of these bridge d~tails,
some assumptions may be made here so as to enable the evaluation of
fatigue strength. By assuming that the allowable'stress ranges for
high cycle fatigue (over 2,000,000 cycles) are valid, that maximum
live load stress ranges in the future will not be more than 20 or
30% of the recorded maximum stress ranges of this study, and that no
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de.terioration of the bridges by other means will alter the stress
pattern at the details ) it can be conc'ludedthat these' bridge deta.ils
"tvould most. probably not be subjected to fat~gue 'failur.e •.
The stress ranges -in the tieplates of the South Bridge are
higher than the allowable stres~ range by AASHTO. The cause of these
stresses, the listing of. their occurrence and the evaluation of the
fatigue strength of these tieplates are discussed in t~e following
chapters 0
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4. STRESS EVALUATION· O'F TIEPLATES AND TIEPLATE RIVETS
BY ANALYTICAL 'MODEL
4.1 Ana~ytical Model for Tieplates
The open tieplates at South 'Bridg~ are subjected to in-plane
horizontal bending live load stresses that have not been taken into
aC,count in their design. Also rivet failures have been discovered in
the connections of the tieplate to the floor beam and the girder. In
this section the- causes of these·horizont?-l bending stresses are
examined through, the use of an analytical m~del. The failure of tie-
-plate ~ivets will be analyzed using the same model.,
The stress excursions for a point on the flange of a girder
and for a point on -the tieplate of ,the ~outh Bridge, Figs. 23 and 28,
occur in the same length of timeo The stress versus time traces also
have the same shape. These observations lead to the assumption that
the variation of stress in the tieplate with time ~s directly related
to the variation of stresses in the girder flanges.
The live load stress distribution pattern in the South
Bridge tieplate, Fig. 23, has indicated that the plate was subjected
to horizontal, in-plane bending. A horizontal displacement of the
tieplate relative to its ends, or to some points along the tieplate,
will reduce such a .bending stress pattern. Figure 30 shows :the top
view of a ·tieplate i.n the South Bridgeo Super~mposed on the plate is
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a ,possible centerline -shape of horizontal deflection assuming the
stringers serve as supports. From mechanics of material it can :be
derived that, for a given configuration and geometry of ,the a,ssembly,
the horizontal bending stress cr is propo'rtional to th.e displacement
~H, that is (j = Q'(~H).
Since there is no external load being applied at this bridge
detail, the horizontal displacement and the bending stresses must be
induced Py forces or displacements from other components of the
bridge structure.
Consider a section of a continuous .'girder in bending, Fig. 31.
Ul1der positiv,e moment by live load, the top flange compres~es and a
point (a) on the top flange displaces horizontally along the length
of the girder, Fig. 31a. This displacement (~Hl) e.quals the slope of
. the girder at that point (9 1) multiplied by the centroidal distance
between the point and the neutral axis (c), ~Hl = c QI G The tieplates'
ar-eattached to the gir<;ler flanges and undergo the same displacements.
The horizontal displacement (6H1) then is the cause of the in-plane,
horizontal bending of the tieplate and the ·corresponding bending
stresses in the plate. The relationship. between the tieplate stresses
and the gird~r slope (rotation) is cr = a (c ~1) = ~ ~1' whe~e ~ is a
proportional constant depending upon the configuration and geometry
of the stringer-floor-beam-tieplate system and the gird~r.
Since Squth Bridge is a continuo_us girder bridge, revers'al
of cur~ature in the girder occurs as a truck moves from one span to
the next, Fig. 31b. The reversal of curvature displaces the same
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point (a) on the top flange in the opposite dtrection. This horizon--
tal displacement (~H2) produc·es horizontal ,bending stresses in ,the
plate opposite to those -induced by the displacement ~Hl. Reversal of
direction in cross-sectional rotation (or slope) thus brings about
stress reversal in the tieplate.
The time variation of stress in the tieplate and the in-
fluence line for the scope of the girder at the point of the tiepla.te
should be analogous. A comparison is made in Fig. 32 for two different
tieplates in South Bridge. In both cases the analog record of stress'
stresses and the influence line for girder rotation are comparable.
This agreement confirms the relationship of direct proportionality
bettveenthe tieplate stresses and the girder slope~ Also since the
girder slope at a point is directly proportional to the stresses at
the top flange of the girde-r, the girder stresses are directly pro-
portional to the tieplate stresses, as has been assumed at the onset
of this analysis.
In order to evaluate the constant) f3, which relat'es the tie-
plate stress to the girder rotation an examin:ation -0£ the bridge
struature .i·g necessary. The floor beam, tieplateand bracket system
is a transverse) continuous beam which supports the stringers, and is
in t~rn supported by the girders. Any truck load on the bridge deck
is transmitted through this system to the girders, res~ltirtg in
bending nloments, shearing forces, vertical deflections, and
rotations of the girders. The rotation of a girder induces a hori-
zontal, out-af-plane displacement i.n the transverse continuous beam.
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The oU,t-of-plane displacement is restrained by the stringers which ar:e
composite with the concrete deck arl9, thus subject to little horizontal
displa'cement., Therefore, it can readily ,be assumed that the Qut-o'f-
plane 'displacement of the transverse coritinuous beam takes place
primarily within the region bounded by the first inboard and the first
outboard stringers. Figure 33 shows schematically the model repre-
senting the portion of a floor beam-tieplate-bracket system betwee.n
the first inboard and the first outboard stringers. These stringers
are assumed to act a's elastic 'supports to the transverse beam. The
beam i-s subjected to a horizontal, out-af-plane displacement ~H
at the cent'erline of the girder. The 'moment of inertia of the beam
is segmentally constant along' the length to take account for the
different stiffnesses of the floor beam, t~e tieplate, and the out-
rigger bracket in the direction of the out-af-plane displacement ~H.
The 'beam is most flexible at the girder 'where it consists of the ,tie-
plate alone.
The magnitude of the horizontal, bending s.tresses in the tie-
plate d~e to the displacement 6H depend on, the length"and rigidi.tyof
th-e s.egments of this beam. The stresses also d~pend on the restraints
provid.ed by the elastic supports (string~rs) against' displacement and
rotation. The more rigid the connections of the stringers to the
floor beam the higher the tieplate stresses.
Determining the amount 'of supp'ort restraint at ·individual
~ieplates'af the South Bridge is quite difficult. At the locations of
failed rivets in the stringer ta the floor beam connection, the re-
straint definitely is less than at ,locations where the rivets are
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intact. In order to-explore the possible magnitudes of, th,'e bending
stresses in the tieplates, the boundary conditions of the model 'in
Fig. 33 were first consider-ed ,as simply suppor.ted and the~ rigid~y
fixed, Fi'g. 34. The actual support conditions lie somewhere between
these extremes.
Large horizontal displacements cause high stresses in the
tieplates. With high stresses and a large number of repeated load
applicat~ons, fatigue cracking could occur at susc~ptible details
on the tieplate. ~Vhile no cracks have ,be'en observed in the South
Bridge tieplates, the same phenomenon has produced fatigue cracks in
the tieplates of the ,Lehigh Canal ,and Allegheny River Bridges (12).
South 'Bridge and Lehigh Canal and the Allegheny River bridge"s have
experienced rivet failures at the stringer-floor bea~ connections and
at the 'tieplate girder joints as reported in Chapter 1. The cause of
these rivet failures is examined in the-next section.
4.2 Analysis of Rivet Failures
A histogram of rivet failures versus rivet location for the
South Bridge "is shown in Figo 35. More failures occurred at piers-
than towa.rds the. center of the spans. From the model used for the
tieplate stress analysis ,. it was found tha-t large displacements (6H)
of the gir~er flange generate high shearing forces and ffipments at the
tieplate rivet joints. Since ~His directly proportional to girder
~lope which is higher at the piers, Figo 35, it was concluded that
rivet failures were caused by the same out-af-plane displacement
which induced horizontal bending stresses in the tieplate. This
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permits the analysis of rivet failures using the same analytical.·model
·as ,described by Figs. 33 and 34.
The hori~ontal,displacement Liliat the top flange of the
girder is transmitted to the t,ieplatethrough a nut:nber of filler. plates.
If the rivets have sufficient clamping force to induce a large amount
of friction between each of the plates, the connection behaves as a
monolithic elastic block and there is little live load stress in~he
rivets. However, when friction is insufficient, slippage between the
plates takes place when ,~H is introduced ~y the live load on the
bridge. The slippage causes differential deflection of the rivet
shank, Fig. 36, 'and bearing of one side of the rivet head against the
tieplate or the girder flange.' This phenomenon is identical ·to that
which has been ~bserved in riveted l~p joints (14). Under repeated
truck loads and the corresponding ~H's, the stress in the shank may
trigger fatigue cracking and eventual rivet'failure.
The tieplate rivet ,failures in the South Bridge could be
separated into two distinct types: those that failed. in the tieplate
to girder. connections and those that failed at the stringerso ·The.
failures at the stringe~s were through the shank. While no informa-
tion was available as to the mode of ,failure of th'e rivets in ·the
girder connections, rivet failures at similar locations at the Lehigh
Canal Bridge ~ere by fatigue under the rivet head.
To obtain an estimate of the stresses just under the rivet
~ead as caused by the differential displacement between the two ends
of a rivet, the rivet is considered as a beam subjected to bearing
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forc,es (q) from the plates, Figo 37,. The ,dimensions t 1 ) t 2 , t 3 are'
the thicknesses of the tieplate, shim plates) and "girder flange
respectively. The ,bearing forces may be ,assumed to have any config-
uration of distribution, Fig. 37a, b, and etco, so long~as'it is
constant with the plate arrangement and is in the self-equilibrium
in the direction of these forces. These forces produce the differ-
ential displacement ~H and the moments (M1 and MZ) under the rivet
headso The magnitudes of MI and M2 also depend upon the restraint to
rotation of the rivet heads when they bear on the surface of the
tieplate and the girder flange. If the rivet heads are fixed (not
~h
able to rotate at all) a value of ~= 0.0001 in. would produce a'
bending stress of 30 ksi in a 2 in. long rivet of a 7/8 in. diameter
rivet.
In the lateral direction along the length of the tieplate,'
(Section A-B) of Fig. 36, the expansion and contraction of the tie-
plate induced by its horizontal bending will also introduce differ-
enti~l displacements· to the rivets. Again, bending stresses are
induced in the shank. The result is that the rivets are subjected
to bending stresses. in two perpendicular directions as shown in Fig.-
38. The orientation of" principal (highest) stresses. in the rivet
shank are also shown in the figure. These orientations, and "the
directions fully agreed with the crack patterns of rivets in the
Lehigh Canal Bridge.
Another observation from rivet failure under its head (at
"the Lehigh Canal Bridge) was that the cracks drove up into the rivet
head. Thi's phenomenon is also consistent ,'lith the analytical model.
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Under the -rivet head, ·small shearing .stresses develop du~ to bearing
of the rivet ·head on the tieplate. '-The combination of the bending
stresses and the shear stresses produces the stress state at element
a shown in Figo 39. The crack grew perpendicular' to the line of
principal stress .and drove into the rivet head.
The failure of rivets at the stringers of the South 'Bridge
were through the body of the shank indicating a shear failur,e. Tlie
stringers s'erve as supports for the beam model of Fig. 33. The
horizontal displacement LxH at' the girder induces moment and shear
(reactions) at the stringers (supports)~ The magnitudes of these
moments and shears depend on the effectiveness of the stringer-floor
beam connection. In other words, the more rigid the connection, the
higher the moment and shear forces to be distributed among the rivets
·at this connection for a given ~H~ Also) the moments and shears at
the two supports (stringers) depend on their distance from the girder.
Higher moment and shear forces are induced in the support which is
closer to the girderv 'Most of the rivet failures a·t the South Bridge
were at the first'inboard stringer which is quite close to the girder.
This ag.reement is further configuration to the validity of the as~umed
analytical model •
.4.3 Stress Estimates for South Bridge Tieplates
Stresses were estimated for the tieplates over pier 20 of
South Bridge using the analytical mode. A 72-kip truck load on'one
girder was used to approximate the maximum live load 'experienced by
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'the bridge. 'The actual dimensions of the l::>ridge were utilized in
'estimating the rotation of the g~rder arid computing ,the'-·tieplate
st·resses.
The computed stresses of the pier 20 tieplate at the inboard
edge of the girder top flange were 2.6 ksi for the simply supported
case and 7.3 ksi for the fixed case of Fig. 34. The stresses for the
outboard side were 4.5 ksi (simple supports) and 24.5 ksi· (fixed ends).
The maximum recorded stress for the two tieplates at this location
was 7. 7 ksi, Fig. 24. Rust particles between the string'ers and the
east tieplateat pier 20 were observed during field inspection. This
indicates sliding between these two components which would reduce the
restra'int at the support of tl].e model beam and explain why.the
stresses in the east tieplate were lo'tver than those in the west tie-
plate.
The computed values of shear stress in the r{vets at the .
first inboard stringer'at pier 20 were (2':~'5')ksi for the simply supported
'I \ /' . ~
case and rD) ksi for the fixed cotidition. Assuming that the actual
she~r stre~sesin the rivets were half way between thes·e values) in
the order of 15 to 20 ksi, this would account for the numerous rivet'
fatigue failures encountered at South Bridge.
To es"timate the stresses in rivets that failed under its
head, the bearing force -configuration of Figo 38a was assumed. For
a 7/8" diameter rivet at pier 20 with a lengtl?- of·3-3/16" (Iii of
shim plates) a differential displacement of 0.01 in,. would produce
stresses of 40 ksi if the head were rigidly held in place agains4
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rotation. 'Inspection of the rivets revealed 'that many of the rivets
were not, tightly clamped to the plates. :rhiscondition would permit
very slightly rota'tion of the rivet heads, which ,would reduce the
stresses in ,the rivets ,at the tieplate to girder connections.
4.4 Discussion on Tieplate Arrangement
TIle exami,nation of tiep.lat~ s·tres·ses arid rivet failure through
the use of an analytical model allows a rational explanation of the
causes of tieplate and rivet cracks o The primary cause is the dif~
derential displacement ~H along the top flange of the girder. Con-
sequently, the prevention of tieplate.and rivet failu~es is best
accomplished by reducing this differential displacement.
In the Columbia-Wrightsville and the Interstate Route 81
Susquehanna River Bridges the horizontal -differential displacement. is .
very small because the top flange' of the girder and tieplates are
embedded in the concrete deck. Thegi-rders and the deckbshave com-
positely little relative displacement at the tieplates would be
expected. The recorded horizontal bending stresses in the tieplates
were very low at the Columbia-Wrightsville Bridge, in the order of
1.0 ks_i as compared to 11.0 ksi at the South' Bridge, where the "open"
tieplate system is used.
When the tieplates connecting the floor beams and outrigger
brackets to the girder flanges are n9t embedded, and the stringers
are supported thereon, the horizontal displacement of the girder
flange is transmitted to the tieplates. This transmission can be
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prevented by 'removing the rive,ts or bc)ltsconnecting the tieplate'to
the girder flange 0 In other words ~ 'if thetieplate connects ,the
outrigger bracke:t to the floor· beam but "rides free"ove,r' the· gi'rder
flap.ge, th~ horizo-ntal bending of the tieplate and the corresponding
stresses- would be reduced. This configuration, however, r~quires
'analysis of the web connections between the girder and the floor beam
and thegird·er and the outrigger bracket since the girder deflection
produces out-of-plane web deflection in the floor-beam and outrigger
bracket.
If the tieplate is connected to the girder flange, the hor-
izontal displacement due to live lqad induces stresses in the tie-
plate. By using the analytical model, it can be sho~vn that (1) for
given distances between the girder and the two stringers to each- side,
a nar,row tJ..eplate has lower ,bending str~sses, (2) the lO'nger the
distance between the girder and a stringer, the lowe~ the bending
stresses in the tieplate, and (3) the more rigid the connections be-
tween the stringer and the £loor beam, the.h~gher ,the stresses in the
tieplate and in the connectors at the stringer. The effect of the tie-
pla'te width has· been demonstrated in abridge test (15). The in-
fluence of the distance. between the first inboard or outboard stringer
and the girder is confirmed by comparing the Lehigh Canal Bridge and
the Allegheny River Bridge (12). When this distance is very short, as
in the case of the South Bridge, shear rather than' be,nding governs
and the rivets at the stringer encounter failure. The failure 'of
rivets at· the stringer, however, releases the restraint to the floor
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beam.at this point ,and greatly increases 'the distance between the
support points of the model beam which in :turn greatly decreases the
stresses in the tieplatb.
For existing bridges -with H open" t'ieplates conne,c,ting the
outr~gger brackets and floor beams to the girder, the stresses induced
by live load on the deck should be evaluated and to ensure that the
system is flexible enough to prevent fatigue failures~
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50 CORREI.ATIONWI~:tI FATIGUE'TEST RESULTS
,5.1 Stress Range Occ.urrences
In Chapter 3 it has been summarized that all details of this
study, except the tieplates at the South Bridge, have low recorded
stresses. By'comparing the maximum stress range recorded for the
details with the corresponding allowable -stress range from the'AA.SHTO
Specif~cations it is concluded that "these details' will not fail in
fatigue. 'The open tieplates at the South 'Bridge wer.e found to hgve
high stress ranges due to live loado In order to evaluate the, fatigue
strength of thes,e tieplates, the stress history of each must first b'e
estimated.
The detailed stress range occurrence data for five gages on
the South Bridge tieplates with highest recorded stresses are listed in
Table 5. These data were compiled from the analog traces, Figo 20,
taken during field tes~ing. An.g,rbitrary·cutoff (minimum) value of 2 0 0
ksi was used. All five gages were along the piat·e edges·. Table, 5 shows
the stress range levels and the frequency of occurrence of live load
stresses between these levels. The recording time was from 1 to 2
hours.
The stress range occurrence data were also plotted as his to-
grams, depicting the percentage of frequence of occurrence between the
·stress range levels. Examples are shown in Figs. 40 to 44. All the
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tieplates experienced stress ranges above 5 ksi,theal1owable ,stress
range ofAASHlO Category E ·details'forlives 'over 2,000 ,000 cycles.
The frequency of occurrence· of lo'tiJ'er s tresses was higher •.
5.2 Traffic Records
The histograms of Figs. 40 to 44 are from measurements.made in
a very short duration of time. The validity of. these distributions as
representative of the stress range occurrences throughout lor:tge-r
periods of bridge traffic must be establtshed. This is done i~directly
through comparisons of traffic records.
Truck traffic counts were taken during -the ins'ervice field
testing of the Columbia-Wrightsville, West Chester and South Bridges.
There was no appreciable truck traffic 'over the Interstate Route 81
Susquehanna River Br~dge at the time of testing. Tables 6 to 8 give
the truck counts by type obtained for the three bridges. The distri-
bution of trucks 'were comparable for all three bridges. At 'each·
bridge five-axle semi-trailers were most frequently observed and two-
axle trucks had the second highest percentage. These observations
agree very -well with the results of a twenty-·four 'hour tra.ffic count
near the bridge sites. These count·s were obtained from PennDOT. The
twenty-four hour count from PennDOT for the Columbia-Wrightsville and
South Bridges are copied in Tables 9 and 10. The consistency of the
distribution of truck type between truck counts taken in very short
. .
durations and in twenty-four hour perioJs indicates that the truck
counts at the bridges are representative of the normal traffic flows
over the bridges. Therefore, the stress range frequency distributi~n
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·of Table 5 for the South' Bridge tieplates can be considered as
representative of the live load stress range spectrum that the bridge
has b~en subjected to during the years of its existence o -
5.3 Laboratory Fatigue Test Results
Laboratory fatigue test results of beams 'and girders indicate
that stress range is a primary controlling factor for fatigue
strength (5, 6). An increase in applied stress range leads to a
. decrease in fatigue life. 'Based on laboratory test 'results ,the 1974
AASHTO Specifications (13) divide brid_ge details into five categories
(A to E). ,Each category defines permissible stress ranges ac-cording
to the .number, of anticipated stress cycles. There is no specific
category for riveted joints subjected to bending in its own plane, as
in the case of the South Bridge tieplates. Fatigue test results of
riveted joints in tension indicates that AASHTOCategory E would be
-appropriat,e for such joints when s-tresses are computed on th~ gross:
areao It is ,assumed here tha't tieplate isalsQ represented py Category
Ewith stress ranges computed at the edge'-af the rivet hole (16).
where it is assumed cracks would originate ..
To correlate the tieplate stress data 'at SouthBridge with
laboratory'fatigue test results, the total number of trucks that c
crossed the bridge in the thirteen-year period (1960-1973 from its
opening to the time of the field study) must be estimated. ,The
average daily traffic (ADT) counts from'PennDOT for each year of the
bridge life is plotted in Fig o 45. Because only trucks cause
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measurable stresses, the average daily truck traffic (ADTT) is first
,evaluated as a 'constant percentage of th-eADT. This percentage was
lower for weekends than for we,ekdays (14% versus 8%). The total
volume of truck traffic from 1960 to 1973 was then summed. The
computed amounts for. South Bridge were 27.7 million trucks northbound
and 28.0 million trucks southbound".
5.4 Correlatiqn
The field measurements and traffic data records '.provided
stress range spectra at the tieplates and the estimated number of
trucks which caused these spectra. Fatigue tes:t results from labor-
atories are, on the other hand, for, constant amplitude stress ranges.
To correlate field data and laboratory results, either a Root-Mean-
Square (RM:S) equivalent constant amplitude stress for "a stress spectrum
is computed, or Miner's Hypothesis is employed.
5.4.1 Root-~ean-Sguare Estimates
The Root-Mean-Square stress range (5, 17, 18) 'replaces a
spectrum of stress ranges by a single value· which is considered
equivalent to a constant cyclic stress range. The Root-Mean-Square
stress range and the total number of stress Gycles corresponding to
the spectrum then can be used to compare with the appropriate S-N
curve.
The Root-Mean-Square stress ra~ge is defined as
SrRMS = (~a. S ,2)1/2
. ~ r~
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'w4ere ~i is the frequency of stress- range SrI- The RMS stress ranges
_for the stress range histogram 0'£. five South ,'Bridge ·ti~plates, Figs.•
40 to 44, we,re computed and are listed in Table 11. Th,ese'valueswere
then adjusted to the ,edges of the rivet holes for which the consta·nt
cycle fatigue data are assumed to applyo Also listed in the table are
-the estimated number of trucks corresp'ondingto the stressv~-lues.
Assuming that one truck caused one stress range excursion, the
number of fatigue cycles at the tieplates was equal to the number of
trucks -that crossed the b,ridge (northbound or southbound depending on
the gage location). These cycle numbers and the corresponding SRMS
values at the edge of the rivet holes are plotted in Fig. 46, where
the line of allowable stresses 'of Category E is also shown. This line
is the 95% confidence limit that no fatigue failure would occur. All
the data points are below the line. None of the tieplates were cracked
at the time of the testo
5.4.2 By Miner's Hypothesis
-The combination of Miner's Rule (19) and constant cycle
data (5) gives an equivalent stress range S M. (16) which is de-fined
r ~ner
as S '. = 0:: ex. S .3) 1/3 wher.e 0!1 is the frequency of occurr'ence ofrM~ner ~ r~ ,
stress range S ••
r~
The number of load cycles corresponding to this value is the
same as for the Root-Mean-Square stress range presented earlier. The
S M. values for the tieplates are plotted in Figo 47 which is
r ,1uer
similar to Fig. 44. Here two points are above the cutoff level cor-
responding to the 95% confidence limit for Category E.
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Since there is little'· data on fatigue tests of riveted or
bolted plates .subjected to in-plane bending, the applicability of
AASHTO Category E. is uncertain. There _is -good carrelation" in that the
stress magnitude and history conditions of the tieplates lie near or
below the cutoff level corresponding to the 95% confidence limit for
Category E. None of these tieplates have develop'ed crac~s-. It is
doubtful, however, that the implication of the horizontal line portion'
of the S-N curve is valid. In other words, it is likely that these
tieplates will experience 'fatigue cracking if the present stress levels
persist.
-40-
6." SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The analyses of the results of the field tests of the four
bridges described herein lead to the following s.ummary and conclusions:
1. The live load stresses recorded in the main longitud.inal
-girders were lower than the design 'values, as was observed by other
investigators on other bridges. The live load stresses did not exceed
3 ksi in the bridges 6f this studyo
2. Live load stresses in floor beams and stringers were less
than 50 % of the design values.
3. The ,open tieplates at South Bridge had relatively high,
being above the MSHTO allowable stress for Category E details for more
than 2,000,000 cycles.
4. The stresses on the tieplates of South Bridge were in-
plane hO'rizontal bending stresses with the maximum' value in the order
of 10 ksi. These stresses were' similar in magnitude and distribution
to those encountered in earlier ·field tests on other bridges with ~pen
tieplates.
5. Interstate Rout,e 81 Susquehanna River Bridges had much
lower stresses with the value'in order of 1 ksi. The tieplates and
girder flanges of these bridges were encased in concrete.
6. Magnitude of horizontal bending stresses in the tieplate
is found to be related to the stresses in the top flange of the girder.
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7. An analytical model was developed to evaluate bending
stresses in tiepla"t·es and stresses causing rivet failures • Field
observations on plate failures ~t other bri~ges and on the failure
mechanisms of the rivets~,confirmed.theadequacy of ,the model.
8. 'Based on the model, it would' be most effective to control
tieplate or rivet fai"lure if the tieplate is embedded in the concrete
deck. This is borne out at the Columbia-Wrightsville and the Interstate
Route 81 'Susquehanna River Bridges.
9. Unbolting the tiep1ates from ,girders for existing bridges
would permit the tieplate to be free from the horizontal bending
preventingtieplate and rivet failures.
10. Reducing the width of tieplates would also reduce the
bending stres~es 'in these plates.
11. Truck counts were taken and found to be compatible with
PennDOT loadometer survey results. Five-axle semi-trailer was the
most freqtienttruck on the bridges.
12. --Stress range history for the details of the bridges 'were
obtained.
13. There appears to be little fatigue. data on 'riveted or
bolted plates subjected to in-plane ben4ing for comparison with the
tieplate stresses.
140 The Root-Mean-Square stress, SrRMS' range and an equivalent
stress range, S M. ,by the Miner's Hypothesis .together with an
r l.ner
estimated ,traffic volume over South Bridge for the period 1960-1973
provided good correlation with laboratory f~tigue test results of
riveted joints in tension (AASHTO Category E)·o
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TABLE -1
RECORDED STRESSES IN TIEPIATES
Columbia-Wrightsville Bridge
Gage
7
·8
9
10
11
12
16
17
18
19
20
21
23
24
27
28
29
30
Highest Stress Range 'Level
(By FHWA System)
(ksi)
1.2
1.5
1.5
..1.5
1.5
1.5-
o
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
0.6
0;6
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Maximum Live Load 'Stress
(By Analog Traces)
(ksi)
006
0.5
0.3
0.2
0.5
0.4,
0.1
o
o
o
0.1
0.1
0.3
0.3
0.8
1.0
0.2'
0.2
·TABLE 1 (continued)
RECORDED STRESSES IN TIEPLATES
Interstate ·Route ..81 Susquehanna ,River Bridge
Gage
8
9
10
13
South Bridge
Gage
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
Highest Stress Range
(By Analog Traces)
(ksi)
0.1
0.2
005
0.5
Highest Stress Range
(By Analog ~races)
(ksi)
8.5
4.0,
7.5
7.0
400
6.0
10.0
4.0
9.0
11.5
3.0
7.7
7.0
3.0
13.0
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Maximum Live Load Stress
(By Analog Traces)
(ksi)
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.5
Maximum 'Live 'Load Stre'ss
(By Analog Traces)
(ksi)
6.0
3.2
5.2
4.. 0
2.5
3.0
8.5
2.5
6.0
9.5
2.5
7.0.
5.5
2.5
11.0'
TABLE 1 (continued)
RECORDED STRESSES IN TIEPLATES
South Bridge (continued}
Gage
26
27
28
29
3"0
31
,32
33
34
39
40
42
43
44
46'
47
48
49
50(50
54
55
56
57
58
59
Highest Stress Range
(By Analog Tra6es)
(ksi)
13.5
300
10. 7
13.0
300
10.0
10.0
2.0
9.0
13.5
9.0
8.0
4.5
12.0
12.5
2.0
11.2
10.5
2.5
13.3
4,.7
1.0
5.0
9.0
1.0
9.0
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Maximum Live Load Stress
(By Analog Traces)
(ksi)
10.5
3.0 "
8.0
9.0
2.7
6.5
6,.0
1.5
5.0
10.5
5.5
7.2
2.0
10.2
7.7
1.5
5.7
5 0 5
2.0
6.7
2.5
0.7
3.,0
5.0
0.5
4.7'
TABLE 1 (continued)
RECORDED STRESSES IN TIEPIATES
South Bridge (continued)
Highest Stress Range Maximum Live Load Stress
Gage (By Analog Traces) (By Analog Traces)
(ksi) (ksi)
60 11.0 9.7
61 4.5 4.0
62 8.0 7.2
63 12.0 10.0
64 4.5 2.7
65 9.0 8.2
66 11.0 10.5
67
98 9.0 5.0
99 1400 10.5
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TABLE 2
STRESSES IN COVEl~PLA.TED BEAMS AND DIAPHRAGMS'
West Chester Bridge
Gage
1
~
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
// :\
~_!-)
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
/25
26
Highes,t Maximum
Stress Range'Level Live LoadS'tress Live Load Design
(FHWA System) (By Analog Traces) Stress
(ksi) (ksi) (ksi)
1.50 0.75 6.5
1.50 2.00 ·6.5
1050 1.20 6.5
1.50 1 0 10 605
1.50 1.00 605
1050 1000 6.5
'0.45 1.11 6.5
0.15 6.5
1.20 6.5'
1.50 1.50 8 0 8
1010 0.45
1.50 1.35
0060 '8 0.7
'1.50 7.5
0.15 705'
7.:5
1.50 1.40 7.5
105 7.5.
1.5 7.5
1.50 7.5-
705
7.5
1 0 5 7.5
7.0
7.0
1050 7.0
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TABLE 2 (continued)
STRESSES 'IN COVERPIATED BEAMS AND DIA,PHRAGMS,
-West Chester Bridge (continu~d)
Highest
Gage Stress Range Level
(FHWA System)
(ksi)
27
28 1 0 50
29 1 0 5
30 0 0 9
Columbia-Wrigh;svilleBrid~~
Highest
Gage Stress Range Level
(FHWA System)
(ksi)
(~ 3.0
2 2.1
3 2.6
4 2.4
5 2 0 0
6 2.1
Maximum
Live Load Stress
(By Analog Traces)
(ksi)
1 0 50
0.90
0.95
Maximum
Live Load Stress
(By Analog Traces)
(ksi)
2.9
2.0
2.5
'2.4
1.0
2.0
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Live Load Design
Stress
(ksi)
Live Load Design
Stress
(ksi)
9.3
9.3
9.3
9.3
9.3
9.3
TABLE 3
STRESSES IN GIRDERS,. FLOOR 'BEAMS AND STRINGERS
Columbia-Wrightsvill.e Bridge
Highest
Gage Stress Range Level
(FHWA System)
,(ksi)
Maximum
Live Load Stress
(By Analog Traces)
(ksi)
Live Load Design
Stress
(ksi)
13
14
15
@
"~)(25/ (r\--,~ [()[}; --J
26 '
1.5
1.5
1.5
2.7
4 .. 1
4.1
0.9'
1.2
1 0 2
1.75
2.8
2.1
16.2
16.2
16 0 2
16.2
4.33
6.70
Interstate Route 81, Susg.uehanna .River Bridge
Gage
1
2
3
dy~..t.',\@l~;S--l 5
(ij
7
9
11
12
14
15 '
16
Highest
Stress Range .Level
(FHWA System)
(ksi)
0.7-
0.5
1.2
3.0
2 .. 5
1.7
205
0.2
0.7
0.5
0.7
0.7
1.0
Maximum
Live Load Stress
(By Analog Traces)
(ksi)
0.7
0.5
l.~
2.4
2.1
1.7
1.9
002
0.7
0.5
0.7
0.7
1.0
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Live Load Design
Stress
(ksi)
1 .8
13.8
13.8-
7.0
7.0
'7.0
7.0
13.8'.
13.8
13.8
13.8
1.0
,TABLE 3 (c-ontinued)
STRESSES "IN GIRDERS, FLOOR BEAMS AND STRINGERS
South Br~dge
Gage
Highest
Stress Range Level
(FHWA System)
(ksi)
Maximum
Live Load Stress
(By Analog Traces)
(ksi) "
Live Load Design
Stress
(ksi)
1.5
1.5
305
1.0
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11.7
11.7
23.6
6.5
TABLE 4
COMPARISON OF MAXIMUM RECORDED STRESS RANGES
'WITH ALLOWABLE AASHTO VALUES
Detail
. Open Tieplates
Coverplated Beams'
Diaphragm Connection
to Beam
Catwalk Attachment
to Floor Beam
Knee Bracket
Attachment to
,Floor Beam
Girder
Girder Flange Splice
Gusset Plate
Attachment to
Floor Beam
Stringer
AASHTO Category
E
E
C
E
E
B
E
E
B
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SRmax.
(ksi)
11·.0
3.0
1.0
2.7
3.0
4.1
3.0
16.0
FSR
(ksi)
5.0
5.0
10.0
5.0
5.0
16.0
5.0
5.0
6.0
TABLE '5
STRESS RANGE OCCURRENCES IN TIEPIAn;S
Gage 32 39 44 51 60
Stress Range
0 1 2 7 1"
11.0
1 .2 4 5 1
10.0
0
-3 4 2 2
9.0
1 6. 10 14 10
8.0
6 11 16 10 12
7.0
9 15 19 34 27
6.0
23 18 32 26 29
5~0
33 28 51 49 57
4.0
49 62 84 63 84
300
84 82 30 55 105
2.0
Total 206 228 252 ~ 328
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TABLE 6
WEST ,CHEST,ER BRIDGE ..TRAFFIC -COUNT DATA
T 1T 1M drl. ay on ay ota ota
Vehicle Type 6/1/73 6/4/73 Traffic Traffic
31 min. 30 min. (%)
B 0 0 0 0
2 12 11 23 23.4
3 6 3 9 9.2
- .
·2S--1 4 0 4 4.1
4 a 13 13 13.3
28-2 3 0 3 3.1
38-,2 15 31 46 46 Q 9
(
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TABLE 7
COLUMBIA-WRIGHTSVILLE BRIDGE TRAFFIC COUNT DATA
I
t.n
+'
I
Friday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Total Total
6/22/73 6/25/73 6/26/73 6/27/73 Traffic Traffic
45 min. 61 min. 96 min. 78 min. (%)
West East West East West East West East West East West
Bus 1 1 0 a 0 1 a 2 1 1.28 0.40
2D 17 14 12 19 26 20 ' 25 53 80 33.98 32.13
3 2 2 2 1 3 0 ·0 3 7 1.92. 2.81
28-1 2 6 3 1 8 5 9 12 22 7.69 8.84
2S~2 14 6 5 1 23 9 11 16 53 10.26 21.29
38-2 31 24 14 16 23 30 18 70 86 44.87 . .. 34053
Total 67 53 36 38 83 65 63 . 156 .· 24-9 100.00 IOO.DO
I
lJ1
lJ1
I
TABLE 8
SOUTH BRIDGE TRAFFIC COUNT DATA
Total
Thursday Friday Sunday Monday Thursday Total Traffic
8/9/73 . 8/10/73 8/12/73 8/13/73 8/16/73 Traffic (%)
Ea-st West East West East West East West East West East West East West
Bus 5 11 3 2 2 4 2 3 6 5 18 25 2.09 2.91
2D 87 79 34 26 3 3 30 . 22 17 38 171 168 19.82 19.56
3 64 22 9 10 1 0 7 7 15 10 96 49 11.12 5.70
23-1 16 16 10' . 7 5 4 4 3 '3 9 38 39 4.40 4.54
28-2 85 67 12 16 11 5 17 28 19 19 144 135 16 0 69 15.72
38-2 158 224 60 48 44 '. 28 59 30 75 113 396 443 45.89 51.57
Total 415 419 128 ' 109 66 44 . 119 93 135 194 863 859 100.00 100.00
, .
TABLE 9
P·ENNDOT TRAFFIC COUNT DATA
FOR SITE NEAR COLUMBIA-WRIGHTSVILLE BRIDGE
Tuesday 1/23/74 ., 24 hours
East West· East West
(%) (%)
B 5 6 0.41 0.47
2D 333 341 27.18 26.47
3 32 45 2061 3.49
28-1 65 72 5.31 5.59
28-2 188 203 15035 15076
38-2 602 621 49.14 48.21
Total 1225 12.88 100.00 100.00
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TABLE 10
PENNDOT TRAFFIC COUNT DATA.
FOR SITE NEAR SOUTH BRIDGE
Thursday 6/7/73 - 24 hours
W tE tW tE tas es as es
(%) (%)
B 98 110 1.65 . 1.97
2D 1417 1282 23 0 80 23.00
3 240 226 4.03 4.06
28-1 382 319 6.41 5.73
28-2 939 805 15.68 14044
38-2 2884 2831 48043 50~80
Total 5955 5573 100.00 100.00
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TABLE .11
CORREIATION OF .'STRESS AND CYCLE DATA BY ROOT-MEAN-SQUARE
ESTIMATES AND MINER'S HYPOTHESIS (SOUTH BRIDGE TIEPLATES)
Adjusted Adjusted N
SrRMS S M. Stress Cycles AASHTO S atr ~ner
Gage at Rivet Hole at Rivet Hole x 106 N r
(Category E)
32 3.87 4015 28.0 500
39 4.31 4.74 28.0 5.0
44 4.92 5.30 2800 5.0
51 ·4.96 5.43 28.0 5.0
60 3.91 4.61 28 0 0 5 0 0
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Fig. 1 Columbia~Wrightsville Bridge
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Fig. 4 Plan and Elevatio'n of Interstate Route 81
Susquehanna River Bridge
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Fig. 6 South Bridge
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Fig. 9 West Chester Bridge
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Fig. 19a Gage at· Colunlbia-Wrightsville Bridge
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Fig. 22 Comparison of Tieplate Strain Histories
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Fig. 23 Instantaneous Stress Distribution in South
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Fig. 25 Instantaneous Stress Distribution in Columbia-
Wrightsville Bridge Tieplate
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Fig. 27a Comparison of Strain Histories for]
Gages near Diaphragm Connection
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Fig. 28 Comparison of Girder Strain Histories
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Histories with Influence Line for Girder
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Fig. 31 Horizontal Displacement of a Point on the
Girder F~ange
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Fig. 33 Analytical Model for Tieplate
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Fig o 36 Differential Displacement of Tieplate in
Longitudinal and Lateral Directions
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Fig. 40 Histogram for Gage 32 (South Bridge)
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APPENDIX A
LOCATION OF GAGES ON FIGS. 13-19
Columbia-Wrigh~sville Br~dge
Gage A B C D E, F G H
(in&) ii~l ..Cill~l (in.) .Cillo) (iri ~) <in5 o) iitlJ.. (in~ )
1 10-3/16 1
2 6~3/4 1
3 1 1
«,
4 -9-7/16 1
5 5-314 1
0
6 15/16 1
-~ .........,~-- ..-'~., .. ,
7 1-1/2 0
8 6-1/2 0
9 1-1/4 2
10 6-3/4 2
~/11 6-1/2 0
12 1-1/2 0
13 1 5
14 1 5
15 1 1
16 2 0
17 6'" 1/2 . 0
18 6-3/4 1-1/4
19 1-1/2 1-1/2
20 6-1/2 0
21 2 a
22 1 5
23 6-1/2 0
24 ~ 1-1/2 0
27 6-1/2 Ie-liz
_,28 1 1
29 1 1-1/2
30 7 3/4
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APPEND~XA (continued)
LOCATION OF GAGES ON FIGS. 13~19
\~est Chester Brid&.~
Gage D L 1'1 N 0 p Q
(in. )
_Lint'L . (in.) (ill e 2 --<.~ (in$ ) ~
1 9-1/4
ev 5
3 3/4
4 9
5 5
6 1
7 9
8 5
9 1
10 3/4 1/4
Ii) 1-3/4 31~3/4
12 3/4 3/16
13 3/4 3/16
14 9
15 5
16 1
. 17 8-3/4
18 5
19 1-1/4
20 9-1/4
21 5
22 3/4
23 7-1/8
24 1 3/1+
25 1 3/~.
26 3/4 1/2
27 1-3/4 41.i-
28 7-1/8
29 1 3fl}
30 1 3/4
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APPENDIX 4 (continued)
LOCATION OF GAGES ON FIGS~ 13-19
~outh Bridge
Gage A B ·c J l(
.. (in.) (in. ) . (in 0 ) ~~ ~in~ )
11 1 1
12 11-1/2 1
13 24 1
14 1 1
15 12-1/2 1
16 24 1
17 1 1
18 12-1/2 1
19 24 1
20 1 1
21 lleo l/2 1
22 24 1
23 22 1
24 11-1/2 1
25 1 1
26 22 1
27 11.... 1/2 1
28 1 1
29 24
30 12-1/2
31 1
32 24
33 12-1/2
34 1
35 19 6
36 1 6
39 1 1.
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APPEN~IX ~ (continued)
LOCATION OF GAGES ON FIGS n 13nJ 19
South Bridge (continued)
Gage A B C J K
(in. ) (in.) ~(in. ) (in·2 (inn)
40 12-1/2 1
41 24 1
4·2 24 1
43 12-1/2 1
44 1 1
4·6 15 1
47 8 1
48 1 1
49 1.5 1
50 8 1
-=- 51 1 1
52 19 8
53 1 8
54 1. 1
55 8 1
56 15 1
57 1 1
58 8 1
59 15 1
60 1 1
61 11-1/2 1
62 22 1
63 1 1
64 11-1/2 1
65 22 1
66 22 1
67 1 1
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~ APPENDIX A (cant i11ued)
" .
LOCATION OF GAGES ON FIGS~ 13,,>!19
Interstate R~llte 81 S~s.92:!.e l1anna River Bridge
Gage F G H" I R s
...Jin. ) iint» (intr ) -U~ _iil1. ) ~ .("in~)
1 2 6
2 2 6
4 2
5 2
(9 2 1
7 2
11 2 6
12 2 6
14 2 6
15 2 6
16 2 1
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